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Hello everyone. I’m Jean Langford, a Vocational Rehabilitation Consultant for Able Futures. We deliver the Access to Work Mental Health Support Service in England, Scotland and Wales on behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions. I’m a **short description of your background** and as a VRC I’m responsible for supporting and advising people who apply for support from Able Futures. My aim today is to help you understand some of the things that can play on people’s mind during the festive season and how Able Futures can provide personalised support and advice to help people cope with these things.



_In this session

1. Why festive seasons may feel hard to cope with

2. Common struggles at Christmas

3. What we can do to feel better

4. Five ways to support your mental wellbeing

5. How Able Futures can support you and your staff 
at any time during the year

6. Your questions
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So in today’s session I will:



_Feelings about festivities

_Adverts on TV show people feeling merry and bright 
throughout December and into the New Year. But what 
if this is not your experience of Christmas? 
_What if you are feeling under the weather since the 
clocks turned back and the days get shorter?
_What if you’re worried about money and are finding it 
difficult to finance festivities?
_What if you are experiencing relationship issues or 
loneliness, are worried about family members or 
stressed about other issues?
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In the lead up to Christmas and other festivities, images of happy, smiling faces bombard us as companies try to get us to buy into a picture of Christmas that they have conjured up. We are shown happy families surrounded by friends and mountains of gifts in advertisements from retailers. Films of groups of laughing friends and cheerful colleagues play on TV to promote Christmas party venues and encourage us to eat and drink to be merry. With images like these shown all around us we are encouraged to believe that this light-hearted, people filled period is what is normal at this time of year, and that everyone should be feeling merry and bright throughout December and into January and the New Year. But what if this is not your experience of a real Christmas? What if you are feeling under the weather since the clocks turned back and the amount of day light reduces to a minimum in the lead up to the Winter solstice and the longest night of the year? What if you’re worried about money and are finding it difficult to finance gifts, parties and food for the season? What if you are experiencing relationship issues or loneliness, are worried about family members or stressed about other issues?What if you’re struggling to cope with Christmas?



_Common struggles at Christmas

_Stress

_Loneliness

_Too much to do

_Over-indulgence and addiction

_Relationship issues

_Money worries
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Many people struggle with issues that affect their mental wellbeing at Christmas. Things like _Stress: getting towards the end of the year can often mean “wrapping things up at work before we go on leave” . Trying to arrange time to see friends or family or knowing whether covid guidelines are going to affect any of your plans can be stressful._Loneliness: even with people around us loneliness is something many people can feel lonely. _Too much to do: the deadline of Christmas day and the idea of making it perfect means sometimes we can feel there is too much we have to do before 25 December. _Over-indulgence and addiction:  many get togethers and events happening around this time of year are accompanied by alcohol or food that is intended as a special treat. So if you are someone who has experience of addiction it can feel that the pressure to eat and drink can be tougher than at other times of the year. Alcohol is also a depressant, so after drinking we can feel lower than we may have expected. The effect of over-indulging in sugary food can affect our bodies ability to moderate our energy levels, giving peaks or troughs which can cause our emotions to feel lower or higher, and this roller coaster can feel difficult to cope with. _Relationship issues: at “important” times of the year, sometimes the feelings about how your relationship with your partner, or with other important people in your life, come bubbling up to the surface and if you are feeling issues with one part of your life, that can cause you to look at other things in a different light._Money worries: being able to afford everything that the advertisers show us we should want as part of a “perfect” Christmas or continuing to cope and feel festive when finances have been stretched for a long time is exhausting.



_What can I do to feel better?

_Take time to consider what kind of festive season you 
really want. Knowing what we wish for can help us put 
in place plans to help us create the sort of Christmas 
we really want, so we aren’t confused by the pictures 
of other people’s ideas about Christmas which 
bombard us. 
_Look after yourself. Set time aside every day to 
nourish yourself. This could be as simple as going for a 
walk, eating some fruit or making sure you set yourself 
up for a good night’s sleep with a bedtime routine.
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So to start with, how do we start feeling better?_Take time to consider what kind of festive season you really want. Knowing what we wish for can help us put in place plans to help us create the sort of Christmas we really want, so we aren’t confused by the pictures of other people’s ideas about Christmas which bombard us. _Look after yourself. Set time aside every day to nourish yourself. This could be as simple as going for a walk, eating some fruit or making sure you set yourself up for a good night’s sleep with a bedtime routine.What sort of things do you find fulfilling and relaxing?



_What can I do to feel better?

_This is a great time of year to use your time or money 
to support others. Research shows that people feel 
better when they have helped someone else. Help put a 
smile on someone else’s face by giving your time and 
energy to support them at Christmas.

_Set yourself a little challenge to learn something or do 
something new this festive season. It can feel good to 
stretch yourself and could be something like learning 
Sudoku, taking a break from social media or watching 
a TED talk. What ideas can you come up with?
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_This is a great time of year to use your time or money to support others. Research shows that people feel better when they have helped someone else. Help put a smile on someone else’s face by giving your time and energy to support them at Christmas.�_Set yourself a little challenge to learn something or do something new this festive season. It can feel good to stretch yourself and could be something like learning Sudoku, taking a break from social media or watching a TED talk. What ideas can you come up with?



_Your ideas for ways to relax
_Walking the dog
_Go to the gym
_Switch off from technology
_Take a bath
_Read a good book
_Get up at a regular time, go 
to bed early
_Drawing
_Feed the birds
_Yoga and tai-chi

_Listen to music
_Take a sofa and TV day
_Gardening
_Cooking
_Learn to say no
_Practice mindfulness
_Gratitude
_Make a cup of herbal tea / 
hot chocolate
_Talk about your feelings



_What can I do to feel better?

_Be gentle with yourself. Many times, we are our own 
worst enemy by expecting perfection and putting 
ourselves under pressure when nobody else expects us 
to be doing anything unreasonable. Try to think about 
Christmas realistically and don’t beat yourself up if 
things don’t turn out the way you thought they “should 
do”. You will do your best. Don’t let your inner critic get 
you down. Speak kindly to yourself!
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_Be gentle with yourself. Many times, we are our own worst enemy by expecting perfection and putting ourselves under pressure when nobody else expects us to be doing anything unreasonable. Try to think about Christmas realistically and don’t beat yourself up if things don’t turn out the way you thought they “should do”. You will do your best. Don’t let your inner critic get you down. Speak kindly to yourself!



_What can I do to feel better?

_Connect with someone. You are not alone because 
many people struggle with Christmas. If you can reach 
out to friend or family for support. If that’s not possible 
or appropriate, then call to talk to someone on the 
Samaritans helpline.

_Apply for support for your mental wellbeing from Able 
Futures who can help you through Christmas and into 
a healthier and happier New Year. 
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_Connect with someone. You are not alone because many people struggle with Christmas. If you can reach out to friend or family for support. If that’s not possible or appropriate, then call to talk to someone on the Samaritans helpline.�_Apply for support for your mental wellbeing from Able Futures who can help you through Christmas and into a healthier and happier New Year. 



_Five ways to wellbeing

Connect Give Notice Be active Learn
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One of the easiest ways we can practice things that can help our mental health is to think about 5 Ways to Mental Wellbeing. These are 5 groups of things that we can try to add into our regular routines. They are:ConnectionLearningActivityNoticingAnd GivingWith each of these 5 ways to wellbeing, there are many things you can do that can help your mental wellbeing and if you reach out to Able Futures, you can work with a VRC like to generate ideas that would work for you. 



_Support available from Able Futures

Able Futures delivers the Access to Work Mental Health Support 
Service in England, Scotland and Wales, on behalf of the Department 
for Work and Pensions (DWP).

Personalised 
advice and 

support

Resources, 
guidance 

and 
signposting

Nine 
months of 

regular 
catch ups

No cost Confidential
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Another key strategy is to know where to turn for support. Which is where Able Futures comes in. If you or people you know are experiencing burnout, stress, depression or other issues we’ve covered today, then please do encourage them to refer themselves to Able Futures.  We are here to help.Able Futures runs the Access To Work Mental Health Support Service on behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions, which means they fund nine months of advice, guidance and supported self-help to individuals who struggle in the workplace due to their mental health. We can help individuals understand their mental health and then build a bespoke support plan that will help them learn skills to help them cope, build resilience and function well.People are able to self-refer to the service and then have monthly appointments with a VRC like me to develop a support plan specifically targeted to their needs and learn new techniques to support their mental health.There are many subjects which may be affecting people’s mental health that a VRC could help with – things like coping with how Covid 19 has changed our lives, or anxiety, financial worries, problems sleeping or many more.There is no cost to access support from Able Futures and the service is completely confidential. 



_Any questions?
Freephone 0800 321 3137 | www.able-futures.co.uk

Able Futures is a nationwide partnership led by Ingeus UK Ltd delivering the Access to  Work 
Mental Health Support Service on behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions
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Now, I think we have some time to answer any questions you may have – 



Freephone 0800 321 3137 | www.able-futures.co.uk

Able Futures is a nationwide partnership led by Ingeus UK Ltd delivering the Access to  Work 
Mental Health Support Service on behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions

_Talk to us
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You can find out more about Able Futures by visiting our website, www.able-futures.co.uk or calling 0800 321 3137. Thank you everyone. We’ve got some time left so I can answer any questions you may have.



_Find us
_www.facebook.com/YourAbleFutures
_www.linkedIn.com/company/AbleFutures
_www.gotostage.com/AbleFutures
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And if you want to find us on Facebook or LinkedIn here are some links 
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